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Abstract
Creating a data-driven model that is trained on a large dataset of unstructured dialogs is
a crucial step in developing a Retrieval-based Chatbot systems. This thesis presents a Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) based Recurrent Neural Network architecture that learns un-
structured multi-turn dialogs and provides implementation results on the task of selecting
the best response from a collection of given responses. Ubuntu Dialog Corpus Version 2
(UDCv2) was used as the corpus for training. Ryan et al. (2015) explored learning models
such as TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency), Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN) and a Dual Encoder (DE) based on Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model
suitable to learn from the Ubuntu Dialog Corpus Version 1 (UDCv1). We use this same
architecture but on UDCv2 as a benchmark and introduce a new LSTM based architecture
called the Bi-Encoder LSTM model (BE) that achieves 0.8%, 1.0% and 0.3% higher accu-
racy for Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@5 respectively than the DE model. In contrast to
the DE model, the proposed BE model has separate encodings for utterances and responses.
The BE model also has a different similarity measure for utterance and response matching
than that of the benchmark model. We further explore the BE model by performing various
experiments. We also show results on experiments performed by using several similarity
functions, model hyper-parameters and word embeddings on the proposed architecture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Recently statistical techniques based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) have achieved
remarkable successes in a variety of natural language processing tasks, leading to a great
deal of commercial and academic interests in the field (Bengio et al., 2013; Cambria and
White, 2014). Significant progress in the area of Machine Translation, Text Categorization,
Spam Filtering, and Summarization have been made. Research in developing Dialog Sys-
tems or Conversational Agents - perhaps a desirable application of the future- have been
growing rapidly. A Dialog System can communicate with human in text, speech or both
and can be classified into - Task-oriented Systems and Chatbot Systems.
Task-oriented systems are designed for a particular task and set up to have short con-
versations from a single to at most 6 conversations. These systems interact with humans
to get information to help complete the task. These include the digital assistants that are
now on every cellphone or on home controllers and voice assistants such as Siri, Cortana,
Alexa, Google Now/Home, etc.
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Chatbot Systems, the area of this thesis, are systems that can carry on extended con-
versations with the goal of mimicking unstructured conversational or "chats" characteristic
of human-human interaction. Lowe et al. (2015) explored learning models such as TF-
IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency), Recurrent Neural Net-work (RNN)
and a Dual Encoder (DE) based on Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model suitable to
learn from the Ubuntu Dialog Corpus Version 1 (UDCv1). We use this same architecture
but on UDCv2 as a benchmark and introduce a new LSTM based architecture called the
Bi-Encoder LSTM model (BE) that achieves 0.8%, 1.0% and 0.3% higher accuracy for
Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@5 respectively than the DE model. In contrast to the DE
model, the proposed BE model has separate encodings for utterances and responses. The
BE model also has a different similarity measure for utterance and response matching than
that of the benchmark model. We further explore the BE model by performing various
experiments. We also show results on experiments performed by using several similar-
ity functions, model hyper-parameters and word embeddings on the proposed architecture.
This research has also been submitted for publication.
Chapter 1 describes a high level view of Machine Learning and Neural Network. Chap-
ter 2 gives the background in related works where we describe the statistical language
model and the neural network language model. We also describe the current state-of-the-
art in vector representation of words and current research in chatbot systems. We describe
the proposed BE model in Chapter 3 and conclude the paper in Chapter 4 with suggestions
for potential future work.
For clarity, we establish a notation in this thesis wherein the type of the mathemat-
ical quantity involved will be denoted by its representation. Scalars are represented by
lower case letters i, j, k, · · · ;α, β, γ, · · · , vectors are represented via lower case bold letters
a, b, · · ·, e, , · · · and matrices are represented by bold upper case lettersA,B, · · · ,E, · · · .
Calligraphic letters A, T , · · · are used to represent sets of objects. We consistently follow
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similar convention for functions where f represents scalar valued functions, bold f repre-
sents vector valued functions and boldAi,. represents the ith row of the matrix A.
1.2 Machine Learning
Machine Learning is a method of approximating an unknown function given an input
data and its corresponding output. In general, a machine learning process involves the fol-
lowing four steps:
1. Choosing a dataset
2. Choosing a model
3. Training the chosen model
4. Choosing an optimizer
1.2.1 Choosing a dataset
Datasets are an integral part of the field of machine learning. The availability of high
quality training dataset is crucial from any machine learning task. The dataset can be la-
belled meaning, it can contain the desired output in addition to the input, or it can only
contain the input in which case we call it unlabelled. Machine learning on the labelled
dataset is known as supervised learning and on the unlabelled dataset is known as unsuper-
vised learning. High-quality labeled training datasets for supervised and semi-supervised
machine learning algorithms are usually difficult and expensive to produce because of the
large amount of time needed to label the data. Although they do not need to be labeled,
high-quality datasets for unsupervised learning can also be difficult and costly to produce.
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As datasets come in myriad formats and can sometimes be difficult to use, there has
been considerable work put into curating and standardizing the format of datasets to make
them easier to use for machine learning research. Some of the common datasets can be
found from the following repositories:
Kaggle Datasets: Online repository of machine learning datasets curated by the Kaggle
community
NLTK Corpora: The Natural Language Toolkit, or NLTK, is a suite of libraries and
programs for symbolic and statistical natural language processing (NLP) for English writ-
ten in the Python programming language. It has a package called nltk.corpus which can
be used through Python to access several datasets that have been cited in peer-reviewes
publications. http://www.nltk.org/nltk_data/
PMLB: Penn Machine Learning Benchmarks or PNLB is a large, curated repository
of benchmark datasets for evaluating supervised machine learning algorithms acccesible
through Python (Geiger et al., 2012)
1.2.2 Choosing a model for training
The next step in the process of machine learning is choosing the right model or classi-
fier for the machine learning task. There are several models to choose from - Naive Bayes,
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Logistic Regression, Random Forest, K-means cluster-
ing, Neural Network, among others.
There is a general consensus among the machine learning community to start with a
basic classifier and gradually increase the complexity of the model depending on the needs.
For example: start with a Naive Bayer classifier for supervised learning or with a K-means
clustering for unsupervised learning.
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More often than not, the characteristics of the model also determines the process of
model selection. For example:
• Random Forest: often very effective and can also perform regression
• K-means clustering: Simplest thing you can do, but often slow and requires lots of
memory
• Neural Networks: slow to train, but very fast to run inference. Requires lots of
memory. Can handle non-linearity
• SVM: Among the best with limited data, but not better against boosting or random
trees when large data sets are available. Can handle non-linearity
One popular technique of choosing a model is parametric evaluation of each of the
models. Let’s say we have 4 models (Logistic regression, SVM, Random Forest and Neural
Network) and 10 parameter combinations for each model. We simply have to evaluate the
model for each model and parameter combination (4 * 10 = 40) and select the best model
and parameters. Then we re-train with the best model and parameters on our training data
and we have our final trained model.
1.2.3 Training a model
Training a model simply means searching for the optimum parameters of the model
given a cost or loss function. The optimum parameters are those parameters that result
in the lowest cost or loss. A cost function represent the price paid for inaccuracies of
prediction in classification done by the machine learning task. The brief description of the
commonly used machine cost functions are given below, assuming a simple linear model
y = Wx+ b (1.1)
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where y is the predicted output of the model given the learned parameters W and b. The
actual output from the dataset is denoted by y′. Some of the commonly used loss functions
in training a model are described below:
• Squared Loss: While commonly used in regression, squared loss can be modified
to be used in a classification problem. The square loss function tends to penalize
outliers excessively leading to slower convergence rate than for the hinge loss.
N∑
0
(y − y′)2 (1.2)
• Hinge Loss: For binary classification problems, the network’s predicted output is a
single scalar y and the actual output y′ is either +1 or −1. The classification rule is
sign(y), and a classification is considered correct if y′ · y > 0, meaning that y and
y′ share the same sign. The hinge loss, also known as margin loss or SVM loss, is
defined as:
X = max(0, 1− y′ · y) (1.3)
The loss is 0 when y′ and y share the same sign and y ≥ 1. Otherwise, the loss is lin-
ear. In other words, the binary hinge loss attempts to achieve a correct classification,
with a margin of at least 1
The hinge loss can also be extended to multi-class setting (Crammer and Singer,
2001). Let y = y1...yn be the predicted output vector, and y′ be the one-hot vector
for the correct output class. The classification rule is defined as selecting the class
with the highest score: prediction = argmax(y). The hingle loss for multi-class is
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given by:
X = max(0, 1− (yt − yk)) (1.4)
where t = argmax(y′) and k = argmax(y)
• Log Loss The log loss is a common variation of the hinge loss, which can be seen as
a version of the hinge loss with an infinite margin (LeCun et al., 2006). It is given
by:
X = log(1 + exp−(yt−yk)) (1.5)
• Cross Entropy Loss: The cross entropy loss or the negative log likelihood loss is
used when the probabilistic scores of the model for predicted classes are desired. It
is given by the following:
X = −
n−1∑
i=0
(p(i) · log(i)) (1.6)
where n is the number of classes, and p(i) is the probability score of the model for
the class i.
• Ranking Loss: In some settings, we are not given supervision in term of labels,
but rather as pairs of correct and incorrect items x and x’, and our goal is to score
correct items above incorrect ones. Such training situations arise when we have only
positive examples, and generate negative examples by corrupting a positive example.
A useful loss in such scenarios is the margin-based ranking loss, defined for a pair of
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correct and incorrect examples:
X = max(0, s(x)− s(x′)) (1.7)
where s is the score assigned by the model.
1.2.4 Choosing an optimizer
The gradients of the loss function described in the previous section is calculated to
update the parameters of the model until the optimum parameters are found.
The parameters, θ of the model can be updated by:
θ = θ − α ·∆θJ(θ) (1.8)
where α is known as the learning rate of the mode and J(θ) is the mean loss of the model
over the training dataset
This method of finding optimum parameters for the model is known as gradient descent.
There are three variants of gradient descent:
• Batch gradient descent: The vanilla gradient descent algorithm described in (1.8)
is called the batch gradient descent in which the gradients for the whole dataset is
calculated to perform just one update to the parameters. Batch gradient descent can
be very slow and is impractical for datasets that don’t fit in memory
• Stochastic gradient descent: Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) in contrast performs
a parameter update for each training example xi and label yi:
θ = θ − α ·∆θJ(θ;xi; yi) (1.9)
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SGD is therefore usually much faster.
• Mini-batch gradient decent: Mini-batch gradient descent finally takes the best of both
worlds and performs an update for every mini-batch of n training examples:
θ = θ − α ·∆θJ(θ;xi:i+n; yi:i+n) (1.10)
However, mini-batch gradient descent does not guarantee good convergence and has a
few challenges that need to be addressed:
• Choosing a proper learning rate can be difficult. A learning rate that is too small
leads to painfully slow convergence, while a learning rate that is too large can hinder
convergence and cause the loss function to fluctuate around the minimum or even to
diverge
• Learning rate schedules try to adjust the learning rate during training by e.g. ann-
ealing (reducing the learning rate according to a pre-defined schedule or when the
change in objective between epochs falls below a threshold). These schedules and
thresholds, however, have to be defined in advance and are thus unable to adapt to a
dataset’s characteristics
• Additionally, the same learning rate applies to all parameter updates. If our data
is sparse and our features have very different frequencies, we might not want to
update all of them to the same extent, but perform a larger update for rarely occurring
features.
• Another key challenge of minimizing highly non-convex error functions common
for neural networks is avoiding getting trapped in their numerous suboptimal local
minima and saddle points(points where one dimension slopes up and another slopes
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down) which are actually a bigger problem than the local minima (Dauphin et al.,
2014).
To address these challenges, several gradient descent optimization algorithms have been
developed such as:
• Adagrad
• RMSProp
• Adam
Since Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is used in the proposed Bi-Encoder
model, we describe it in detail:
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) is another method that computes adaptive learn-
ing rates for each parameter. In addition to storing an exponentially decaying average of
past gradientsmt like Adadelta and RMSprop, Adam also keeps an exponentially decaying
average of past squared gradients vt. We compute the decaying averages of past and past
squared gradients mt and vt respectively as follows:
mt = β1mt−1 + (1− β1)gt (1.11)
vt = β2vt−1 + (1− β2)g2t (1.12)
mt and vt are estimates of the first moment (the mean) and the second moment (the uncen-
tered variance) of the gradients respectively, hence the name of the method. As mt and vt
are initialized as vectors of 0’s, the authors of Adam observe that they are biased towards
zero, especially during the initial time steps, and especially when the decay rates are small
(i.e. β1 and β2 are close to 1)
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They counteract these biases by computing bias-corrected first and second moment
estimates:
m′t =
mt
1− βt1
(1.13)
v′t =
vt
1− βt2
(1.14)
They then use these to update the parameters, like in Adadelta and RMSprop, which
yields the following Adam update rule:
θt+1 = θt − α · m
′
t√
v′t + 
(1.15)
1.3 Evaluating a machine learning model
One popular method of evaluating a trained model is called cross-validation. In cross-
validation,we split our dataset into k non-overlapping subsets (folds), train a model using
k-1 folds and predict its performance using the fold we leave out. We do this for each
possible combination of folds. We estimate the mean performance of all folds and select
the model that gives the best performance. Cross-validation is useful when the dataset is
small and splitting the dataset into training, validation and the training set is not feasible.
If sufficient dataset is available, it is common to split the dataset into training, validation
and the test dataset. During the training, the model is selected through evaluation on the
validation dataset and after the final model is selected, we evaluate the model on the test
dataset
11
1.4 Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was first introduced by McCulloch and Pitts (1943).
They proposed a very simple model of the biological neuron, which later became known as
an artificial neuron. It had one or more binary (on/off) inputs and one binary output. They
showed that with a network of artificial neurons it was possible to compute any logical
proposition (Figure 1.1 shows some logical propositions with ANN).
Figure 1.1: ANNs performing simple logical computations
Later in 1957, Rosenblatt (1957) came up with a simplest architecture of ANN where
the inputs and the outputs were now numbers instead of the binaries and the neurons were
the Linear Threshold Unit(LTU). He named his architecture Perceptron. Each connection
from the input layer to an LTU will have some weight associated with it. The LTU computes
a weighted sum of its inputs (z = w1x1 + w2x2 + + wnxn = wT · x), then applies a step
function to that sum and outputs the result: hw(x) = step(z) = step(wT · x). Figure 1.2
shows a single layer of three LTUs with inputs coming from the input layer. The LTUs
computes the weighted sum of these inputs and outputs 0 or 1 depending on the applied step
function. This simple perceptron is able to classify instances into three different classes.
Rosenblatt (1957), in his publication, also formulated a way to train his Perceptron ((1.16)).
wnextstepi,j = wi,j + α · (y′j − yj) (1.16)
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Figure 1.2: A Perceptron
where,
• wi,j = weight between the ith input neuron and the jth output neuron
• xi is the ith input value of the current training instance.
• yj is the output of the jth output neuron for the current training instance
• y′j is the target output of the jth output neuron for the current training instance
• α is the learning rate
However, the Perceptron described above has a serious limitation of not being able
to solve XOR classification problem (this limitation was highlighted by Marvin Minsky
and Seymour Papert in his book "Perceptrons: an introduction to computational geometry"
published in 1969).
The XOR or the "Exclusive OR" classification problem is a problem of predicting an
output of an XOR logic gates given two binary inputs.
As shown Figure 1.3, the XOR inputs are not linearly separable (which means no
straight line can separate the outputs 1 and 0).
The processing unit of a single-layer Perceptron network is able to categorize a set of
input patterns into two classes as the linear threshold function defines their linear separabil-
13
Input 1 Input 2 Expected Output
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 1 0
1 0 1
Table 1.1: XOR Logic Gates
Figure 1.3: XOR Classification. X1 is Input 1 and X2 is Input 2
ity. Conversely, the two classes must be linearly separable in order for the single Perceptron
network to function correctly. It turns out that by adding a layer to the single-layer Percep-
tron the XOR problem is resolved which gave rise to a new concept called "Multi-layer
Perceptrons" (MLP) in ANNs (Figure 1.4)
An MLP is composed of one (passthrough) input layer, one or more layers of LTUs,
called hidden layers, and one final layer of LTUs called the output layer. Every layer except
the output layer includes a bias neuron and is fully connected to the next layer. When an
ANN has two or more hidden layers, it is called a deep neural network (DNN).
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Figure 1.4: MLP that solved the XOR classification problem
For many years researchers struggled to find a way to train MLPs, without success. But
in 1985, Rumelhart et al. (1985) introduced the back propagation training algorithm which
is essentially the Gradient Descent algorithm described in the previous section.
1.5 Natural Language Processing
Natural Language Processing or NLP is an area of machine learning where computers
use natural language as input and/or output. Figure 1.1 below illustrates a typical NLP
system which consists of a subsystem called Natural Language Understanding (NLU) that
feeds an input natural language to a computer and another system called Natural Language
Generation (NLG) where a computer synthesizes natural language as a response to the
input natural language.
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Figure 1.5: Diagram of an NLP System
1.5.1 Why is NLP Hard?
As we have been using natural language since we were few years old, it may be sur-
prising to hear that understanding human language is hard. The problem of understanding
human language is so difficult that it is often said that NLP is "AI-complete". The main
reason behind the complexity is the ambiguity behind the natural language. Darkin et al.
(2002) explained various kinds of ambiguity in human language with the following exam-
ple:
"At last, a computer that understands you like your mother"
The above sentence can have the following three different intents:
• It understands you as well as your mother understands you
• It understands (that) you like your mother
• It understands you as well as it understands your mother
To better understand, the ambiguity in human language can be classified into the fol-
lowing three categories:
• Syntactic Ambiguity
• Semantic Ambiguity
• Discourse Ambiguity
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Syntactic ambiguity arises from different types part-of-speech parsing that form differ-
ent parse trees for the same sentence. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6
Figure 1.6: An Example of Syntactic Ambiguity
Semantic Ambiguity, on the other hand, arises from different dictionary meanings of
the same word. For instance, there are two different meanings of the word "bank":
• a place where you deposit money
• nearby areas of a river or lake
Due to semantic ambiguity, the sentence "They put money in the bank" can be inter-
preted in the following two ways:
• They deposited money in some commercial bank such as Bank of America
• They buried money by some river
Another common type of ambiguity is called discourse ambiguity. Suppose we have
the following text:
Alice says they’ve built a computer
that understands you like your mother.
She doesn’t understand me at all.
In the above text, it is unclear who "she" in the second sentence refers to. This is an
instance of anaphora, where "she" co-referees to some other discourse entity.
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1.5.2 Common Tasks in NLP
This section discusses the state of the art in solving some of the common problems in
NLP.
Tagging
Converting a sequence of strings to some tagged sequence is the Tagging problem. This
is illustrated in the two examples in Figure 1.7:
Figure 1.7: Examples of Tagging Problems
In the first example, words are tagged into a part-of-speech such as Noun (/N), Verb
(/V) and so on while in the second example, the same words are tagged into named entities
like Specific Company (/SC), Company Continuation (/SC), Specific Location (/SL) and
Location Continuation (/LC). Words that are not named entities are tagged as /NA.
The tagging problems are supervised learning problems where a training sample con-
sists of a sequence of words xi1...x
i
n and a sequence of corresponding tags y
i
1...y
i
n where i
is the ith sample in the training set. Our task would be to learn a function f : X → Y that
maps sentences to tag sequences.
Parsing
The Parsing problem converts a sentence into a Parse Tree.
Parsing problems are also supervised learning problems where a training sample consists of
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parse tree of the syntactic structure of a sentence. For example: If a sentence in a training
sample is "Boeing is located in Seattle" then the parse tree would be the following:
Figure 1.8: An Example of Parsing Problem
The words in a parse tree are at the leaf level nodes. The level just before the leaf
level nodes are part-of-speech tags of the words and the rest of the internal nodes con-
sist of the labels that identify some syntactic structure of the sentence. For instance, the
group of words "in Seattle" is labeled as "Preposition Phrase(PP)"; "located in Seattle" is
labeled as "Verb Phrase(VP)" and so on. Finally, "Boeing is located in Seattle" is labeled
as Sentence(S). Parse trees give a useful grammatical relationship between the words. For
example, whenever we see a parse tree of the form shown in the left hand side of Figure 1.9:
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Figure 1.9: Relationship Between Words In A Parse Tree
We can say the words in green and purple have subject-verb relationship. Similarly,
when we have a structure where V and NP are children of VP("robbed the apartment"),
we can identify the relationship the words being as verb-object relationship. A very di-
rect application of parse tree structure is in Machine Translation System. For instance
in a Machine Translation System between English to Japanese, we know that English lan-
guage follows more or less subject-verb-object structure and the Japanese language follows
subject-object-verb structure. Knowing the inherent syntactic structure of the language, a
parse tree of an English sentence can be converted to a parse tree of a Japanese sentence by
simply rotating the nodes of the parse tree. Penn Treebank is a dataset of 50,000 sentences
from Washington Street Journal that has been hand annotated by using the underlying syn-
tactic theory.
Context-Free Grammars
First defined by Hopcroft (2013), the context free grammar, G is defined by four param-
eters (N, sum, R, S) where N a set of non-terminal symbols,
∑
a set of terminal symbols,
R a set of rules of the form and S belongs to N is a designated start symbol. An example
of a context free grammar in English is shown in the Figure 1.10:
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Figure 1.10: Relationship Between Words In A Parse Tree
The Left-Most Derivation Technique is used to derive a parse tree of a sentence using
the context free grammar. We pick a start symbol, S and pick some rule from the set R
and replace the left-most symbol with the derived symbols. We do this repetitively until all
non-terminal symbols are replaced terminal symbols.
1.5.3 Applications of NLP
Machine Translation
Machine Translation (MT) is the the earliest research area in NLP. MT systems translate
a word or sentence from one language to another. Google Translate is a good current
example of an MT system.
Information Extraction
Given some text, the Information Extraction (IE) system generates a database of some
keywords and their respective values. For example, given the following text:
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10TH DEGREE is a full service advertising agency
specializing in direct and inter-active marketing.
Located in Irvine CA, 10TH DEGREE is looking for
an Assistant Account Manager to help manage
and coordinate interactive marketing initiatives
for a marquee automotive account. Experience in
online marketing, automotive and\or the advertising
field is a plus. Assistant Account Manager
Responsibilities Ensures smooth implementation of
programs and initiatives Helps manage the
delivery of projects and key client deliverables
: : : Compensation: $50,000-$80,000
Hiring Organization: 10TH DEGREE
an IE will generate the following simple database of keys and values:
INDUSTRY Advertising
POSITION Assistant Account Manager
LOCATION Irvine, CA
COMPANY 10th DEGREE
SALARY $50,000 - $80,000
As illustrated in the above example, the goal of IE is to map a document to a structured
database. The idea can be applied in performing complex searches (e.g., "Find me all the
jobs in advertising paying at least $50,000 in Boston?") or performing statistical queries
(e.g., "how has the number of jobs in accounting changed over the years?").
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Text Summarization
Another application of Text Summarization (TS) is generating a summary of text from
a group of texts from several sources. This is illustrated in Figure 1.11:
Figure 1.11: An Example Of Text Summarization
Dialogue Systems
In a Dialogue System, there is a conversation between a user and the system. The
system processes the user’s text to understand the intent and gives the answer back to the
user. This is illustrated in Figure 1.12:
Figure 1.12: An Example Of Dialogue System
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Chapter 2
Related Works
2.1 Statistical Language Modeling
Statistical NLP is the earliest approach to language modeling. It is a basic problem that
is widely used in various applications of NLP.
A language model is defined as follows. First, we will define V to be the finite set of all
words in the language. A sentence in the language is a sequence of words
x1x2...xn
where the integer n is such that n ≥ 1, and xi ∈ V for i ∈ {1... (n− 1)}. We assume that
xn is a special symbol STOP which is not a member of V . We will define V† to be the set
of all sentences with the vocabulary V .
Say,
V = {the, a,man, telescope, two,Beckham}
then sentences in V† could be the following:
the STOP
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a STOP
the man STOP
the man saw Beckham STOP
the man saw saw STOP
the man saw telescope STOP
the the the STOP
STOP
It is important to note that the set V† is infinite because sentences can be of any length.
Given a set of training samples of example sentences, in V† where any sentence x ∈ V†, a
language model gives a probability distribution of x, p (x) such that:
p(x) ≥ 0
and ∑
x∈V†
p(x) = 1
As mentioned earlier, language models are in used in broad range of applications, the
most obvious one being in the area of speech recognition and machine translation. The
distribution of probabilities of sentences given by the language models help predict the
right sentence given a acoustic signal of a sentence. For example in speech recognition, if
a language model is fed with the following two sentences:
recognize speech
wreck a nice beach
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it will assign higher probability to the first sentence than the second one and will be able to
accurately recognize the speech signal provided.
Although there are several elegant methods to train a language model which will be
described in the later sections, a naive approach to training a language model would be to
simply count the number of occurrences of a particular sentence in a training sample and
defining the probability of that sentence:
p(x) =
c(x)
N
(2.1)
where x is a sentence in the training sample and N is the total number of samples.
However, this is poor model because it will assign a probability of zero to a new sentence
not seen during the training of the model. Thus, this model fails to generalize to sentences
not seen in the training samples.
In the following section, we will describe more robust language model such as the
Trigram Model that are derived from Markov Processes.
2.1.1 Trigram Model
In this section, we derive an important class of language models called trigram models
using the concept of Markov models. We first derive Markov models for fixed-length se-
quence of words and expand the concept to the variable-length sequence of words which is
the case in practice.
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Markov Models for Fixed-length Sequences
Consider a sequence of random variables, X1, X2, ..., Xn. Each random variable can
take any word in a finite set V . We make an assumption that all sequence of words is of
fixed length n. We would like to model the joint probability of any sequence of words
x1...xn
P (X1 = x1, X2 = x2, ..., Xn = xn)
Note that X1 can take any word in the set |V|, and so does X2 and so on to Xn. Thus, there
are |V|n possible sequences of the form x1...xn. Clearly, it is not feasible for reasonable
values of |V| and n to simply list all |V|n probabilities. We use the concept of Markov
processes to derive a more compact model. Markov processes can be of different orders -
first order, second order, third order and so on. The order of up to three is usually sufficient
in language modeling. In the first order Markov process, we make an assumption that
P (Xi = xi) only depends on the previous word in the sequence Xi−1 = xi−1. We have the
joint probability as:
P (X1 = x1, X2 = x2, ..., Xn = xn)
= P (X1 = x1)
n∏
i=2
P (Xi = xi|X1 = x1, ..., Xi−1 = xi−1)
= P (X1 = x1)
n∏
i=2
P (Xi = xi|Xi−1 = xi−1)
(2.2)
Equation 2.2 shows the first order Markov process based derived from the exact form
derived from the chain rule of conditional probability.
In a second order Markov process which will form the basis for trigram models, we
make a slighter weaker assumption, namely that each word depends on the previous two
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words in the sequence:
= P (X1 = x1)P (X2 = x2)
n∏
i=3
P (Xi = xi|X1 = x1, ..., Xi−2 = xi−1)
= P (X1 = x1)P (X2 = x2)
n∏
i=3
P (Xi = xi|Xi−2 = xi−2, Xi−1 = xi−1)
(2.3)
It follows that the probability of an entire sequence is written as:
= P (X1 = x1, X2 = x2, ..., Xn = xn)
=
n∏
i=1
P (Xi = xi|Xi−2 = xi−2, Xi−1 = xi−1)
(2.4)
For convenience, we will assume x0 = x−1 = ∗ where * is a special start symbol in the
sequence
Markov Models for Variable-length Sequences
In order to expand the fixed-length Markov model to a variable-length model, we as-
sume that the nth word in the sequence, Xn is always equal to a special symbol, the STOP
symbol. This symbol can only appear at the end of the sequence and we make an addi-
tional assumption that this symbol is not part of the set V . We have derived a second-order
Markov process in Equation 2.4
where xi can be a member of V or can be the STOP symbol. If we encounter the STOP
symbol we finish the sequence. More formally, the process that generates sentences would
be as follows:
1. Initialize i = 1 and x0 = x−1 = ∗
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2. Generate xi from the distribution
P (Xi = xi|Xi−2 = xi−2, Xi−1 = xi−1)
3. If xi = STOP then return the sequence x1...xi. Otherwise, set i = i + 1 and return to
step 2
Thus, we now have a model that generated probability distribution of sequences that
vary in length.
DERIVATION OF A TRIGRAM MODEL:
The trigram models are direct applications of Markov models. Under a second-order
Markov model, the probability of any sentence x1...xn is given by Equation 2.4 where we
assume that x0 = x−1 = ∗. For any i, xi−2, xi−1 and xi, we define a parameter q such that
P (Xi = xi|Xi−2 = xi−2, Xi−1 = xi−1 = q(xi|xi−2, xi−1)
Our model then takes the form
P (X1 = x1, X2 = x2, ..., Xn = xn) =
n∏
i=1
q(xi|xi−2, xi−1) (2.5)
which is known as the trigram model. For any trigram (u, v, w), its parameter can be
represented as
q(w|u, v)
For example, for the sentence
the dog barks STOP
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we would have
p(the dog barks STOP ) = q(the|∗, ∗)× q(dog|∗, the)
× q(barks|the, dog)× q(STOP |dog, barks)
The key problem we are left with is to estimate the parameters of the model, namely
q(w|u, v)
ESTIMATING PARAMETERS OF A TRIGRAM MODEL:
Estimation of q parameters build on the idea of maximum-likelihood estimates. We
define c(u, v, w) to be the number of times that the trigram (u, v, w) is seen in the training
sample. Similarly, we define c(u, v) to be the number of the times the bigram (u, v) is seen
in the training sample. For any w, u, v we then define:
q(w|u, v) = c(u, v, w)
c(u, v)
(2.6)
In other words, the parameter value q of a trigram depends upon the ratio of the count
of trigram and the count of bigram. This way of estimating parameters has two inherent
downsides:
1. Many of the above estimates q(w|u, v) will be zero due to the count in the numerator
being 0
2. In cases where the denominator is equal to zero, the estimate is ill defined
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These downsides are addressed in the Linear Interpolation Method described below:
Linear Interpolation Method
We define the trigram, bigram and unigram maximum-likelihood estimates as:
qML(w|u, v) = c(u, v, w)
c(u, v)
qML(w|v) = c(v, w)
c(v)
qML(w) =
c(w)
c()
(2.7)
where c(w) is the number of times word w is seen in the training sample, and c() is the
total number off words seen in the training sample. These maximum-likelihood estimates
have their own strengths and weaknesses. While the trigram maximum-likelihood estimate
captures the contextual sensitivity of the sentence, it has the sparse data problem as men-
tioned above. On the contrary, the unigram model do not have the sparse data issue but it
doesn’t capture the contextual sensitivity of the sentence. The bigram model falls between
these two extremes. The Linear Interpolation uses all three estimates to capture contextual
sensitivity of the sentence and address the issue of sparse data. The Linear Interpolation
defines the trigram q parameter q(w|u, v) as follows:
q(w|u, v) = λ1 × qML(w|u, v) + λ2 × qML(w|v) + λ3 × qML(w) (2.8)
where the lambda parameters are the weights given to each maximum likelihood estimates
such that:
λ1, λ2, λ3 ≥ 0
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and
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 0
There are various ways of estimating the λ parameters. A common one is using the
method of optimization. We take a small portion out of the training sample as a validation
set and define c′(u, v, w) to be the number of times the trigram is seen in the validation set.
The likelihood of the validation set as a function of the λ1, λ2, λ3 is
L(λ1, λ2, λ3) =
∑
u,v,w
c
′
(u, v, w) log q(w|u, v) (2.9)
We choose the λ values such that the function L is maximized. In practice, it is impor-
tant to add an additional degree of freedom, by values of λ1, λ2 and λ3 to vary depending
on the bigram (u, w) that is being continued on.
2.2 Neural Network Language Model
A statistical language model learns the joint probability function of sequences of words
in a language. However, this suffers from an intrinsic problem of curse of dimensionality: a
word sequence on which the model will be tested is likely to be different from all the word
sequence seen during the training. Although the aforementioned Trigram model solves this
problem, a new approach to address this curse of dimensionality problem was proposed
by Bengio et. al (2003) which is based on Neural Network model that learns simultane-
ously (1) a distributed representation for each word along with (2) the probability function
for word sequences, expressed in terms of these representations. The probabilistic neural
network model solves two important problems that tri-gram models fails to address:
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1. it is not taking into account contexts farther than two words
2. it is not taking into account the similarity between words
2.2.1 Recurrent Neural Network
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), first introduced by Elman (1990) is a class of Artifi-
cial Neural Network (ANN) that can analyze a time-series data and predict something that
is going to happen in the future. For example, given a time-series data of stock prices, it
will be able to predict when to buy or sell. It can take sequences of words in a sentence or
documents making it really useful in Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications.
RNNs are very much like feed-forward network except that the neurons also have as in-
put their output leading to a feedback loop. This simple change makes them very powerful
for learning from time series data. At each time-step t− 1, the output of a neuron becomes
the input to the same neuron in the next time-step t. Figure 2.1 shows a simple neuron
unrolled through time. The output of the neuron at a particular time-step t is a function of
its input at t and the output of the same neuron at the previous time-step t− 1,
Figure 2.1: Basic RNN Cell
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The output vector yt of a single RNN neuron at a given time step t for a input vector xt
is given by:
ht = φH(Wxh · xt +Whh · ht−1)
yt = ψO(Why · ht)
(2.10)
where Wxh,Whh,Why are shared connection weight matrices for various time steps and
ψ and φ are activation functions. A natural extension of propagation algorithm called
back propagation through time (BPTT) is used for training unrolled version of the neural
network.
Training an RNN over long sequences require unrolling through many time-steps mak-
ing it very deep neural network and like any deep neural networks, there is a problem of
vanishing and exploding gradients that need to be addressed. The simplest and most com-
mon solution to this problem is to unroll the RNN only over a limited number of time steps
during training. This is called truncated back propagation through time. But we will run
into the risk of losing valuable time-dependent information and the model may not be able
to learn long term patterns. Another problem with training RNNs on long sequences is that
the memory of the first inputs gradually fades away due to several steps of transformations
the data goes through while traversing the RNN. To address this issue, RNN cells are given
a long term memory to hold valuable information from the past. One popular RNN cell
with long term memory is called LSTM (Long Short Term Memory).
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2.2.2 Long Short Term Memory based Recurrent Neural Network
The LSTM cell was first proposed by (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and several
researchers, such as (Sak et al., 2014) and (Zaremba et al., 2014) have gradually made
improvements. The basic architecture of an LSTM cell is shown in Figure 2.2:
Figure 2.2: Architecture of an LSTM Cell
An LSTM cell is just like a regular RNN cell except that the state is now split into two
vectors, ht and ct where ht stores the short term state and ct stores the long-term state.
The network learns what to store in the long-term state, what to throw away and what to
read from it. These are accomplished by the use of gates - forget gate, input gate and the
output gate. The forget gate controls which part of the long-term state should be thrown
away. The input gate controls which part of the main output, gt should be added to the long
term state and the output gate controls which part of the long term state should be added
to the cell’s output. Equations below summarizes how to compute the cellâA˘Z´s long-term
state ct, its short-term state ht, and its output ot at each time step t for an input xt in the
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sequence.
it = σ(W
T
xi · xt +W Thi · ht−1 + bi)
ft = σ(W
T
xf · xt +W Thf · ht−1 + bf
ot = σ(W
T
xo · xt +W Tho · ht−1 + bo
gt = tanh(W Txg · xt +W Thg · ht−1 + bg
ct = ft ⊗ ct−1 + it ⊗ gt
yt = ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct)
(2.11)
whereWxi,Wxf ,Wxo,Wxg are the weight matrices of each of the four layers for their
connection to the input vector xt andWhi,Whf ,Who,Whg are the weight matrices of each
of the four layers for their connection to the previous short term state ht−1. The biases term
for each of the four layers are bi, bf , bo, bg. Due to there ability to retain long and short
term memory, LSTM are able to achieve record results in machine translation (Sutskever
et al., 2014) and automatic summarization (Nallapati et al., 2016).
2.3 Current State of Research on Chatbot Systems
The very first Chatbot system, ELIZA (Weizenbaum, 1966), was used for testing the-
ories of psychological counseling. The Chatbot architecture was rule-based where a sen-
tence is matched to a pattern and a response is provided based on the matched pattern. It
was a simple algorithm but produced good results for the domain. Eliza’s framework is
still used today; modern Chatbot system tools like ALICE (Wallace, 2008) are based on
updated versions of ELIZA’s pattern/action architecture. A few years after ELIZA, another
Chatbot with focus on clinical psychology, PARRY (Colby et al., 1971), was created to
study schizophrenia. In addition to ELIZA like pattern matching, the PARRY system had a
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model of its own mental state of fear and anger. For example: certain topics of conversation
might cause PARRY to become more angry or mistrustful. If PARRY’s anger variable is
high, it will choose from a set of âA˘IJhostileâA˘I˙ outputs.
However, these Chatbot systems were rule-based and needed domain expertise to hand-
craft rules in advance which made the design of these systems very time-consuming and
expensive. To address this problem, corpora-based Chatbot systems have become the area
of research since the last decade. Serban et al. (2015) did a survey of all available corpora
for data-driven Chatbot systems. The availability of two large-scale corpora - Twitter cor-
pora (Ritter et al., 2010) and the Ubuntu Dialog Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015) has opened
several opportunities of research for corpora-based Chatbot system. Ritter et al. (2010)
proposed the first unsupervised approach to the problem of modeling Dialog Acts. Just
a year later using the same corpora, Ritter et al. (2011) showed that statistical machine
translation could be used to generate a response given an utterance. This type of system is
popularly now known as the Sequence to Sequence (seq2seq) Chatbot systems. It quickly
became clear, however, that the task of response generation was too different from machine
translation. In machine translation words or phrases in the source and target sentences tend
to align well with each other; but in dialogs, a user utterance may share no words or phrases
with a coherent response. Therefore, Shang et al. (2015) used transduction models for re-
sponse generation instead of seq2seq models. A number of other modifications were made
to the basic seq2seq model to adapt to the response generation task. Li et al. (2015) ad-
dresses the problem of the seq2seq models producing responses like “I’m OK” or “I don’t
know” that tend to end the conversation. Lowe et al. (2017) modifies the basic seq2seq
model to resolve its inability to model the longer prior context by using hierarchical model.
The basic seq2seq model focuses on generating single responses, and so don’t tend to do
a good job of continuously generating responses that cohere across multiple turns. This
can be addressed by using reinforcement learning (Li et al., 2016), as well as techniques
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like adversarial networks (Li et al., 2017) that can select multiple responses that make the
overall conversation more natural.
Another type of corpora based Chatbot systems that has been popular is the Informa-
tion Retrieval (IR) based Chatbot systems. In the IR system, we find the most similar turn
in the corpora that matches the user’s utterance. Jafarpour et al. (2010) demonstrates the
first attempt towards ranking a repository of responses to find the most suitable response.
This was done by using filtering to reduce the size of the candidate responses, ranking
based on feature selection, Multiple Adaptive Regression Trees (MART) and Transfer Ad-
aBoost Algorithm. Later, Wang et al. (2013) created a dataset of short-conversations from
a twitter-like micro-blogging platform and introduced a response model that used two stage
approach - the first stage, similar to (Jafarpour et al., 2010) in idea but different in approach,
used matching models to reduce the size of the candidate responses, and the second stage
scored the reduced list of candidate responses with the help of a scoring model trained by
RankSVM algorithm. Lowe et al. (2015) introduced an LSTM based RNN baseline re-
sponse model to train on Ubuntu Dialog Corpus. Kadlec et al. (2015) improved the LSTM
model introduced by (Lowe et al., 2015) by fine-tuning hyper-parameters and showed that
an ensemble of LSTM, Bi-LSTM and CNN models performed better than the LSTM model.
The IR-based approach does not have to be confined to the corpora of dialogs, instead
they can be generated from narrative texts. Isbell et al. (2000) generated responses by
selecting sentences from a corpus that combined the Unabomber Manifesto by Theodore
Kaczynski, articles on alien abduction, the scripts of âA˘IJThe Big LebowskiâA˘I˙ and âA˘IJ-
Planet of the ApesâA˘I˙. Chatbots that want to generate informative turns such as answers to
user questions can use texts from Wikipedia to generate responses (Yan et al., 2016).
There is another type of Chatbot systems, at an early stage of an active research in
NLP, called generative-based systems which does not require a repository of possible
responses. Although, generative-based models seem to provide more flexibility to the
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question-answering agents, it is rather challenging owing to the much larger freedom the
agent is allowed to respond with. (Kannan et al., 2016) demonstrated a hybrid system called
Smart Reply that leverages both the Retrieval and Generative concepts. At the time of this
research, the generative-based systems are not doing so well and most production systems
are essentially retrieval-based such as - Cleverbot (Carpenter, 2011) and Microsoft’s Little
Bing system.
2.4 Dialogs Datasets
The dataset of dialogs or conversations can be broadly categorized into two types -
Structured and Unstructured. Most tasks related to structured dialogs are focused on slot-
filling as they can leverage the inherent structure in the dialogs. Voice-assistant systems
such as Alexa and Google Now use structured dialogs and use pre-defined logical repre-
sentation to answer user queries by filling slots in the responses. Appendix D shows an
instance of DSTC-2 dataset. Structured data comes with a manual to understand how the
dataset can be used for training and evaluation. Manuals for DSTC-2 and DSTC-3 dataset
is available at http://camdial.org/~mh521/dstc/downloads/handbook.
pdf. In contrast to structured dialogs, the unstructured dialogues have no a priori logical
representation for the information exchanged during the conversation and can be used to
train neural network based models.
The Switchboard dataset (Godfrey et al., 1992), and the Dialogue State Tracking Chal-
lenge (DSTC) datasets (Williams et al., 2013) have been used to train and validate dialogue
management systems for interactive information retrieval. The problem is typically for-
malized as a slot filling task, where agents attempt to predict the goal of a user during
the conversation. These datasets have been significant resources for structured dialogues,
and have allowed major progress in this field, though they are quite small compared to
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datasets currently used for training neural architectures. Ritter et al. (2010) collected 1.3
million twitter conversations. Shang et al. (2015) used data from a similar Chinese website
called Weibo. Later, Lowe et al. (2015) introduced the Ubuntu Dialogue Corpus version
1(UDCv1), a dataset containing almost 1 million multi-turn dialogues, with a total of over
7 million utterances and 100 million words. This provided a unique resource for research
into building dialogue managers based on neural language models that can make use of
large amounts of unlabeled data. The dataset has both the multi-turn property of conver-
sations as in the Dialog State Tracking Challenge datasets, and the unstructured nature of
interactions as in the microblog services such as Twitter
In this thesis, we primarily focus on unstructured dialogs which was pioneered by Ritter
et al. (2011).
2.5 Word Vector Representation
The naive approach to representing a word is simply with a one-hot encoded vector
in R|V | where V is a set of all vocabulary words. The meaning of a word is related to
the distribution of words around it and representing words based on this idea is known as
vector semantics.The shared intuition of vector space models of semantics is to model a
word by embedding it into a vector space. For this reason the representation of a word as a
vector is often called an embedding.
The earliest form of word vector representation was shown by Salton (1971) where he
showed that a document can be represented by a vector of counts of words it contains and a
word can be represented by a vector of its count in each document in a document base. This
idea was presented in a Term Document Matrix (Table 2.1) where columns of a document
represents the vector for the document and row of a target word (Term) represents its vector
representation.
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Term Doc 1 Doc 2 Doc 3
I 0 0 3
like 2 1 1
hello 0 0 1
world 0 0 1
Table 2.1: Term Document Matrix
The Term Document matrix has been used in the classic Information Retrieval (IR)
system where given a query, q (which is a considered a document), the best document
matching the query could be found using some form of similarity measure of the vector
representation of the query over all the documents, d (Equation 2.12).
best matching document =
d
argmax sim(q, d) (2.12)
In the Term Document Matrix, the size of the row vector of a word depends on the size
of the document base. However, it is common to represent the Term Document Matrix as
Term-Term in which the size of the matrix is the |V | x |V |. Each cell records the number
of times the row (target) word and the column (context) word co-occur in some context in
some training corpus. The context could be the document, in which case the cell represents
the number of times the two words appear in the same document. It is most common,
however, to use smaller contexts, generally a window around the word, for example of 3
words to the left and 3 words to the right, in which case the cell represents the number of
times (in some training corpus) the column word occurs in such a 3 word window around
the row word. Table 2.2 shows a Term-Term matrix where the numbers co-occurrences of
target words with the context words are shown for a window size of 5.
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Terms ... the is of which in ...
some ... 0 2 3 5 0 ...
for ... 5 0 0 2 0 ...
right ... 0 0 2 3 4 ...
Table 2.2: Term Term Matrix
The aforementioned Term Document Matrix and the Term-Term Matrix are solely
based on the counts. It turns out that this is not the best way to represent co-occurrences
since rare words are more representative of a context or a document than the frequent
words. A popular weighting scheme called Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) can be used to modify the Term Document Matrix ((Luhn, 1957);(Sparck Jones,
1972) ). Term Frequency (TF) is the number of times a target word appears in a docu-
ment and the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is the fraction of the fraction of the total
number of documents in the document base N , and the number of documents in which
the target word appears dfi. IDF is given by the Equation 2.13 (log is used to dampen the
number)
idfi,j = log(
N
dfi
) (2.13)
where, i, j is the ith target word in the jth document. The TF-IDF weight, wi,j is given
by Equation 2.14
wi,j = tfi,j · log(N
dfi
) (2.14)
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The word vector representation techniques discussed so far are long (length of |V |) and
sparse (most of the values are zero). Since it is beneficial to have short and dense (most
values are non-zeroes) vectors in machine learning for the following two reasons -
• short vectors are easier to feed
• dense vectors generalize lot better than the sparse vectors
Several methods have been developed to represent word vectors as short and dense.
Deerwester et al. (1990) devised a method called Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) that
leverages the concept of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to reduce a long rectangular
|V | by c document or context matrix to a |V | by k matrix where k is much shorter than c,
usually set to 300. Later, Schütze (1992) showed that LSA can not only be applied to
Term-Document Matrix, but also to the Term-Term matrix.
Another approach to generating short and dense word vectors comes from a different
family of methods is based on prediction from Neural Network based language models.
Mikolov et al. (2013) proposed skip-gram and Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW). Because
the software package that implements these two methods is called word2vec, this method
is also popularly known as word2vec. The skip-gram and the CBOW are mirror image of
each other. The skip-gram model computes the words, wt−1, wt−2, wt+1, wt+2 in a context
size of L given the current word and the CBOW model computes the current word, wtgiven
the context words wt−1, wt−2, wt+1, wt+2 (here, L = 4).
While methods like LSA efficiently leverage statistical information, they do relatively
poorly on the word analogy task, indicating a sub-optimal vector space structure. Methods
like skip-gram may do better on the analogy task, but they poorly utilize the statistics of
the corpus since they train on separate local context windows instead of on global co-
occurrence counts. To address this issue, Pennington et al. (2014) presented a new method
where they make use of the global word-word occurrence counts and formulate a weighted
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least squares model that could be optimized without the need for an on-line training unlike
the skipgram or the CBOW model. The word vectors generated through this method are
called GloVe vectors. They show that GloVe vectors outperform other current methods
on several word similarity tasks, and also on a common named entity recognition (NER)
benchmark. In this thesis, we use GloVe vectors for word embeddings.
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Chapter 3
Proposed Architecture: Bi-Encoder
LSTM
3.1 Architecture
The proposed BE model architecture in Figure 3.1 is motivated by the typical setup
of conversation between two persons. Each person has to encode long and short term
conversation contexts to best respond to a spoken sentence (an utterance or context).
As a natural design choice, in the BE model one LSTM cell (colored in grey) learns
encoding of an utterance (or questions or contexts) while the other LSTM cell (colored
in white) learn encoding of a response (or answers or responses). A sequence of GloVe
embedding vectors (Pennington et al., 2014) of an utterance are fed into the upper LSTM
while the sequence of embedding vectors of a response are fed into the lower LSTM cell.
Vectors representing the final states ht ∈ Rs of the upper and lower LSTM cells are used
for final representations of the utterance and the response as ue, re respectively. To drive
learning of ue and re, we measure their similarity in the hidden vector space using dot
product i.e
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Figure 3.1: Bi Encoder LSTM Architecture. RNNs are colored in grey and white to show
two different LSTM networks
sim(ue, re) = 〈uTe , re〉 (3.1)
The training of the model via BPTT is done by minimizing the binary cross entropy
X (q, p) between the learned probability p and the ground truth paring probability q =
{0, 1}, where 1 denotes ue, re are genuinely paired and 0 denotes otherwise. Using simi-
larity in Eq. (3.1), p is calculated as:
p =
1
1 + e(sim(ue,re)+b)
(3.2)
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In eq. (3.2), b is a scalar free parameter bias that is learned by the model. The afore-
mentioned cross entropy loss is given by:
X (q, p) = −q · log(p)− (1− q)log(1− p) (3.3)
The model is trained using the Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a learning
rate of 0.001 by minimizing the loss function in Eq. (3.3).
Figure 3.1 shows an LSTM cell that has been unrolled through time. c1, c2, ..., ct
represents the context word at time t − 1, t − 2, ..., t respectively. Similarly, r1, r2, ..., rt
represents the response word at time t − 1, t − 2, ..., t respectively. The context (upper)
part of the architecture can be unrolled through the maximum time of 160, and the response
(lower) part of the architecture can be unrolled through the maximum time of 80. This was
done to address the fact that the average length of responses are almost half of the average
length of contexts in the training dataset. The words in the context or the response are fed
into the LSTM cell one by one from left to right up to the maximum unrolled time allowed
for the LSTM cell. Because we use RNN, any word at ct will learn the semantic of the word
based on the context from the all previous words, ct−1, ct−2 and so on. The same applies
true for the words in the responses. Thus, when a full sentence is fed into an LSTM cell, the
semantic of the sentence is represented by the final state of the LSTM cell. In Figure 3.1, ht
represents the semantic vector of a context sentence and h′t represents the semantic vector
of a response sentence. We compare how best the encoded response matches with the
encoded utterance(context) by using the dot product. The model optimizes its weights (in
other words, learns its optimum parameters) by minimizing the divergence between the
encoded context and the response vectors.
Appendix A shows the hyper-parameters used in the BE model.Figure 3.2 shows the
main portion of the computational graph of the BE model defined in Tensorflow v1.7.
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Figure 3.2: Main portion of the computational graph of the BE model defined in Tensorflow
v1.7
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Figure 3.3: Cross entropy loss curve of the BE model from start to the end of the training.
Figure shows validation and the training loss. The best model was obtained at 6,834 steps
which is approximately 6 epochs
The BE model takes about 2 hours to train and we use early stopping strategy to prevent
the model from over-fitting. Figure 3.3 shows the cross entropy loss curve of the BE model
from start to the end of the training.
Figure 3.4 shows the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curve that shows the true
positive identification rate of the BE model for Recall@k for k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}.
Figure 3.4: CMC Curve of the BE Model
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In this subsequent section, we look at various experiments that helped us decide to select
the best similarity function, hyper-parameters and word embedding for the BE model. We
also show performance of the BE model in comparison to the DE model.
3.2 Experiments and Results
All our models were implemented in Tensorflow v1.7 and trained using a GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti NVIDIA GPU. We used the same training data, UDC as (Lowe et al., 2015)
but its second version (UDCv2). Models are trained on 1 million pairs of utterances and
responses on the training set and evaluated against a test set. We fine-tune the model with
hyper-parameters, determine the optimum similarity function and word embedding using
the validation dataset.
For evaluation and model selection, we present our model with 10 response candidates,
consisting of one right response and the rest nine incorrect responses. This set of 10 re-
sponse candidates per context is provided in the validation and test set in UDCv2 (more
details in Section 3.2.1). The model ranks these responses and its ranking is considered
correct if the correct response is among the first k candidates. This quantity is denoted as
Recall@k. Specifically, we report mean values of Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@5.
For benchmarking, we use the DE model in (Lowe et al., 2015) and the results of the
DE model on UDCv2 as published in
https://github.com/rkadlec/ubuntu-ranking-dataset-creator. In
contrast to the BE model, the DE model has one LSTM cell that encodes both the utter-
ance and the response. The encoding for the utterance, ue is multiplied with a trainable
matrix M whose result is compared with the encoding for response, re by a dot product
(Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: DE Model. All RNNs are colored in white to show the same LSTM network
has been fed first by the utterance and then by the response
We also reproduced the DE model for comparison and we refer it as the DER model.
Note that the DE model was originally modeled and trained in Theano. We speculate that
accuracy values of the reproduced DE model not exactly matching with accuracy values
of the benchmark model from Lowe et al. (2015) is attributed to the differences in hyper-
parameters.
3.2.1 Data
The Ubuntu Dialog Corpus (UDC) is the largest freely available multi-turn dialog cor-
pus (Lowe et al., 2015). It was constructed from the Ubuntu chat logs - a collection of logs
from Ubuntu-related chat rooms on the Freenode IRC network. Although multiple users
can talk at the same time in the chat room, the logs were pre-processed using heuristics
to create two-person conversations. The resulting corpus consists of almost one million
two-person conversations, where a user seeks help with his/her Ubuntu-related problems
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Utterance Length Response Length
mean 86.33 17.24
std 74.92 16.42
min 5 1
30% 42 8
60% 77 16
90% 179 36
max 1879 653
Table 3.1: Statistical Distribution of the utterances and responses lengths. Table shows
mean, standard deviation, the minimum, percentiles and the maximum values of lengths
(the average length of a dialog is 8 turns, with a minimum of 3 turns). Because of its size,
the corpus is well-suited for deep learning in the context of dialogue systems.
UDCv2 released in 2017 made several significant updates to its predecesor (https://
github.com/rkadlec/ubuntu-ranking-dataset-creator). To summarize
- UDCv2 is separated into training, validation and test set; the sampling procedure for
the context length in the validation and test set is changed from an inverse distribution to
a uniform distribution; the tokenization and entity replacement procedure was removed;
differentiation between the end of an utterance (__eou__) and end of turn (__eot__) has
been added; a bug that caused the distribution of false responses in the test and validation
sets to be different from the true responses was fixed.
The training set consists of labelled 1 million pairs of utterances and responses. It has
equal distribution of true context-response pairs labeled as 1 versus the context-distraction
pairs labeled as 0. Keeping all the words that occur at least 5 times, the training set has a
vocabulary of 91,620. The average utterance is 86 words long and the average response is
17 words long. Table 3.1 shows more details on the statistical distribution of the lengths of
the utterances and responses.
The validation dataset consists of 19,560 examples where each example consists of a
context and 10 responses where the first response is always the true response. The test
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Context Response Label
you just click userprefer and
creat one ... __eou__ __eot__
i ca n’t access the wiki at
all - it throw http auth at me
__eou__ __eot__
unless nat get distract by
someth shinier
1
i think that tutori be outdat -
veri first instruct fail __eou__
and it differ slight to what
ubotu have to say __eou__
i think that tutori be outdat -
veri first instruct fail __eou__
and it differ slight to what
ubotu have to say __eou__
0
Table 3.2: Examples from the training dataset of UDCv2 showing both the correct (1) and
incorrect response (0) labels
dataset, structured the same as the validation dataset, consists of 18920 examples. The
correct response is the actual next utterance in the dialogue and a false response is randomly
sampled utterance from elsewhere within a set of dialogues in UDC that has been set aside
for creation of validation and test set (Lowe et al., 2015). The words of the UDCv2 are
stemmed (strip suffixes from the end of the word), and lemmatized (normalize words that
have the same root, despite their surface differences).
3.2.2 Effect of similarity measures
In the BE model, we used dot product similarity between the encoded utterance ut
and response re and we wanted to see how other types of similarity measures effect the
performance of the model. The description of these similarity measures are given in the
subsequent sections.
Cosine Similarity
Instead of taking the dot product of ue and re, we take the dot product of their unit
vectors. This is shown in the following equation:
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sim(ue, re) =
uTe · re
|ue| |re| (3.4)
Polynomial Similarity
In machine learning, the polynomial kernel is a kernel function commonly used with
support vector machines (SVMs) and other kernelized models. Although the Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel is more popular in SVM classification than the polynomial kernel,
Goldberg and Elhadad (2008) showed that polynomial kernel gives better result than the
RBF-Kernel for NLP applications:
For degree−d polynomials, the polynomial kernel is defined as:
K(x,y) = (xT · y + c)d (3.5)
where x and y are vectors in the input space, i.e. vectors of features computed from training
or test samples and c≥ 0 is a free parameter trading off the influence of higher-order versus
lower-order terms in the polynomial. When c = 0, the kernel is called homogeneous.
In this experiment, we used the polynomial kernel from 0th to the 3rd degree for the
similarity measure. The following equation gives the similarity function:
sim(ue, re) =
3∑
d=0
(uTe · re)d (3.6)
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3.2.3 Effect of using all hidden states
In this experiment, we used all the hidden states of the LSTM and not just the final
states to encode the utterance and response. The encoding for the utterance is given by:
ue =
T∑
t=1
t2
T 2
· ht (3.7)
where T is the maximum context length of the utterance
Similarly, the encoding for the response is given by:
re =
T∑
t=1
t2
T 2
· h′t (3.8)
We keep the similarity function as in the original BE model as shown in Eq. (3.1).
3.2.4 Deep LSTM
In this experiment, we added two more layers to the shallow LSTM BE model and
looked at the result. We keep the similarity function as in the original BE model as shown
in Eq. (3.1).
3.2.5 Bi-directional LSTM
In this experiment, we are interested in looking at the effect of bi-directional LSTM to
the BE model
3.2.6 Results and Discussion
Table 3.3 compares the performance of various retrieval based models on UDC dataset.
Compared to the benchmark DE model, the proposed BE model achieves 0.8%, 1.0% and
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Model Id Description Recall@1 Recall@2 Recall@5
DE Dual Encoder LSTM (Benchmark) 55.2 72.09 92.43
DER Dual Encoder LSTM Reproduced 52.6 70.09 91.51
BE Bi-Encoder LSTM (Proposed) 56.0 73.15 92.7
Table 3.3: Comparison of top-k % accuracy on UDCv2 on the test set
Model Id Description Recall@1 Recall@2 Recall@5
BE-19 BE with Cosine similarity 43.09 61.99 86.97
BE-20 BE with Polynomial Similarity 55.11 71.64 92.17
BE-21 BE using all hidden states 54.7 71.54 91.63
BE-22 BE with deep LSTM model 53.8 71.6 92.4
BE-23 BE with bi-directional LSTM model 55.86 72.50 92.69
BE BE with Dot Similarity 56.88 73.24 92.86
Table 3.4: Results of different similarity measures used on the BE model using the valida-
tion set
0.3% higher accuracy for Recall@1, Recall@2 and Recall@5 respectively. Note that com-
pared to the reproduced DE model, the BE model does better than when it is compared to
the benchmark model.
Table 3.4 shows the results of various experiments we performed on the BE model.
Upon making a comparison between the proposed BE and the benchmark DE model,
we try to see how the BE model with regular RNN (BE-RNN) compares with the DE model
with regular RNN (DE-RNN). This comparison is shown in Table 3.5. The results of the
DE-RNN model on UDCv2 are as published in https://github.com/rkadlec/
ubuntu-ranking-dataset-creator. The DE-RNNR is the DE-RNN model that
was reproduced. We keep the hyper-parameters used in the DE-RNN the same as the BE-
RNN. Compared to the DE-RNNR, BE-RNN has significant improvements in performance.
Although we are making this comparison, we cannot make the claim that the bi-encoder
architecture is always better than the dual encoder architecture because the proposed BE
model has different loss function and hyper-parameters than the DE model. Moreover,
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Model Id Description Recall@1 Recall@2 Recall@5
DE Dual Encoder LSTM (Benchmark) 55.2 72.09 92.43
BE Bi-Encoder LSTM (Proposed) 56.88 73.24 92.86
DE-RNN Dual Encoder RNN 37.9 56.00 83.60
DE-RNNR Dual Encoder RNN Reproduced 30.64 48.37 79.45
BE-RNN Bi-Encoder RNN 34.6 53.10 82.3
Table 3.5: Comparison of BE model with RNN architecture and DE model with RNN.
Results are top-k % accuracy on UDCv2 on the validation set
in order for this claim to be valid all variations of the dual encoder architecture must be
compared with the bi-encoder architecture.
For a given NLP task, choice of words embedding to real vector space can affect the
performance of a model. Table 3.6 shows the results of using various embedding vectors
with the BE model.We first looked at the random embedding and then used the Word2Vec
embedding trained on the Ubuntu Dialog Corpus. We also used the pre-trained GloVe
embeddding (Mikolov et al., 2013) and ran the model with all four pre-trained GloVe em-
beddings that are available - (1) Wikipedia - 6B tokens, 400K vocab, uncased, 50d, 100d,
200d, and 300d vectors, (2) Common Crawl - 42B tokens, 1.9M vocab, uncased, 300d vec-
tors, (3) Common Crawl - 840B tokens, 2.2M vocab, cased, 300d vectors, and (4) Twitter
- 2B tweets, 27B tokens, 1.2M vocab, uncased, 25d, 50d, 100d and 200d vectors. Both
pre-trained and trained embeddings on UDC show better results than the random embed-
ding. Between the Word2Vec and GloVe, the Common Crawl 42B embedding of the GloVe
shows the best result. The T-SNE plot of Word2Vec embeddings is shown in Figure 3.6. As
can be seen in the diagram, similar words (for example - “thank”, “thx” and “ty”) appear
embedded close to each other.
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Figure 3.6: T-SNE plot of word embeddings of some frequently occurring words in UDCv2
Embedding Recall@1 Recall@2 Recall@5
Random 41.7 61.1 87.8
Word2Vec 56.55 73.61 92.7
Twitter 27B 200d 52.50 69.59 91.44
Common Crawl 42B 56.88 73.24 92.86
Common Crawl 840B 56.43 73.25 92.66
Table 3.6: Comparison of performances of the BE model on the with various embedding
types. Results are shown on the validation set
In our experiments, we tuned LSTM cell size and the training batch size (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Effect of (a) RNN cell size and (b) training batch size on the BE (Bi-Encoder)
model
3.3 Error Analysis
Similar to Lowe et al. (2017), we performed qualitative error analysis on the 100 ran-
domly chosen examples from the test dataset where the model made an error for Recall@1
(Table 3.7). The errored examples were evaluated by three persons where each one man-
ually gave a score to each examples for the metrics - Difficulty Rating, Model Response
Rating and Error Category.
Difficulty Rating[1-5] measures how difficult human finds the context to match the right
response. A rating of 1 on the difficulty scale means that the question is easily answerable
by all humans. A 2 indicates moderate difficulty, which should still be answerable by
all humans but only if they are paying attention. A 3 means that the question is fairly
challenging, and may either require some familiarity with Ubuntu or the human respondent
paying very close attention to answer correctly. A 4 is very hard, usually meaning that
there are other responses that are nearly as good as the true response; many humans would
be unable to answer questions of difficulty 4 correctly. A 5 means that the question is
effectively impossible: either the true response is completely unrelated to the context, or it
is very short and generic
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Model Response Rating[1-3] measures the reasoning of the model’s choice. A score of
1 indicates that the model predicted response is completely unreasonable given the context.
A 2 means that the response chosen was somewhat reasonable, and that itâA˘Z´s possible
for a human to make a similar mistake. A 3 means that the modelâA˘Z´s response was more
suited to the context than the actual response.
Error Category[1-4] puts model error in a specific category. Error Category of 1 relates
to tone and style of the context. If a model makes an error attributed to the misspellings, in-
correct grammar, use of emoticons, use of technical jargon or commands etc in the context,
then the error category will be 1. Error Category 2 relates to when the context and chosen
responses relate to the same topic. Error Category 3 relates to model’s inability to account
for turn-taking structure. For example if the last turn in the context asks a question and the
model chose a answer where it is not answering the question. Error Category 4 means the
model picked the response because it sees some common words between the context and
the responses.
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Difficulty Rating % of Errors
Impossible (5) 19%
Very Difficult (4) 11%
Difficult (3) 22%
Moderate (2) 30%
Easy (1) 18%
Model Response Rating % of Errors
Better than actual (3) 23%
Reasonable (2) 21%
Unreasonable (1) 56%
Error Category % of Errors
Common words (4) 13%
Turn-taking (3) 45%
Same topic (2) 26%
Tone and style (1) 16%
Table 3.7: Qualitative evaluation of the errors from the BE model
The qualitative analysis results (Table 3.7) show that the BE model was not able to
predict well the turn-taking structure of the dialogs. A little more than half of the errored
examples had the human difficulty level ranging from 3 to 5, and almost half of the model
responses in the errored examples were either reasonable or better than the actual response.
Appendix B and Appendix C shows examples of test sets used for this analysis
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis presented a new LSTM based RNN architecture that can score a set of pre-
defined responses given a context(utterance). Empirically we have shown that on average
92.7%, 73.15% and 56.0% of the time, correct response will be in top 5, top 2 and top 1 cor-
rect responses respectively in Ubuntu Dialog Corpus Version 2 exceeding the accuracy of
the benchmark model in all three metrics. Ronan and Jason (2008) used a language model
with a Rank loss/similarity where he had only positive examples and generated negative
examples by corrupting the positive ones. Several other works have shown the Rank loss
to be useful in training situations where pairs of correct or incorrect items are to be scored
(Yoav Goldberg, 2016). Since UDC dataset matches this scenario, we recommend the fut-
ure work to explore the BE model with the Rank loss. In a large corpus like UDC where
users are seeking help in Ubuntu related problems, it is reasonable to assume that there can
be multiple thread of discussion(topics) related to Ubuntu. Identifying the latent topics and
grouping the utterances based on topics will allow training an ensemble of BE models. As
there is no explicit grouping of the utterance, we plan to identity these hidden topics using
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Topics distribution of utterances can be used to group
them using probabilistic measure of distance. We hypothesize that ensembles of BE mod-
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els may serve in efficient selection of correct responses. Since the retrieval-based systems
have to loop through every single possible responses, if the system needs to go through
a very large set, the system may be practically not feasible in production. As shown by
(Anjuli et al., 2014) one way to reduce the number of possible responses is through clus-
tering. (Sina et al., 2010) and (Hao et al., 2013) also showed several ways of reducing the
large set of possible responses to a smaller set. We intend to apply such ideas in our future
work. Moreover, in a multi-turn dialog system capturing longer term context is essential to
selecting correct response. Our proposed architecture can be extended to more hierarchical
RNN layers, capturing longer context. We plan to investigate this further in conjunction
with paragraph vector (Quoc and Tomas, 2008).
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Appendix A
Hyper-parameters of the BE Model
Hyper-parameters Value
batch_size 256
shuffle_batch True
cell_size 256
learning_rate 0.001
n_recurrent_layers 1
optimizer adam
sort_by_len False
forget_gate_bias 2.0
is_bidirectional False
n_recurrent_layers 1
max_seq_len_context 160
max_seq_len_response 80
Table A.1: Hyper-parameters used is the BE Model
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Appendix B
An Errored Example - I
Table B.1 shows an error example where a human may assign the Difficulty Rating as
1 (easy) , Model Response Rating as 2 (reasonable) and Model Error Category as 2 (same
topic)
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Context: i would go ati over nvidia anyday , but the reason be not straight-
forward regard whi . __eou__ __eot__ whi ati over nvidia ?
__eou__ __eot__
Probabilities: Candidate Responses:
0.98 well , ati be general more open than nvidia to start with . henc whi
we have much better open sourc driver for ati than nvidia . on the
other hand nvidia ’s proprietari driver be suppos better than the ati
open sourc one , but this differ have be less and less , and it not
true in my person experi ( though it probabl be general ) . also i
’m a bite of a loyalist , and with the rest of my hardwar be ati/amd
, it __eou__
0.15 i ’m use this box just for xbmc and i hear that xbmcbuntu have
some veri specif version in play on the ubuntu fork they have..
henc whi i think i ’d go down that rout __eou__
0.13 i think you have a good point for a bugreport __eou__
0.08 gotcha __eou__
0.001 backup be onli good if you can restor them . test , test and test
again __eou__ brainpaid - whi doe it matter if you uninstal ? just
select differ de at login __eou__
0.003 thank __eou__
0.99 probabl becaus it ’s more graphic intens . __eou__
0.01 well , i have and i5 now , and i ’s use xfce with gnome-do . suppris
! : d __eou__
0.68 yes ? __eou__
0.42 yes , svn+ssh __eou__
Table B.1: An example from the test set where the BE model makes an error for Recall@1.
The first candidate response is the correct response to the given context. The rest of the
candidate responses are incorrect responses
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Appendix C
An Errored Example - II
Table C.1 shows an error example where human may assign the Difficulty Rating as
5 (difficult) , Model Response Rating as 1 (unreasonable) and Model Error Category as 1
(tone and style)
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Context: hi peopl , could anyon here help me instal a kernel patch for my
video driver , i ’m new to this and i do not want to screw thing up
. __eou__ __eot__ what patch for what driver ? there ppa ’s out
for a lot of that stuff __eou__ __eot__
Probabilities: Candidate Responses:
0.022 i ’m run xubuntu but i guess it would be the same . this be to stop
a page flip error that fill the hdd with log within 10 mins.. i have
the .patch file but dont know what to do with it . ani help would
be much appreci __eou__
0.021 ii have n’t tri ad deb or deb-src line from newer version , becaus
i expect the deb line to break thing . i ca n’t account for you
be unabl to access newer sourc . my usual method be to instal
build-dep from the releas i be run , then apt-get the match sourc
, download the newer sourc and patch that __eou__ do you do an
apt-get updat after ad the dep-src line ( without the deb line ) ?
__eou__ s/dep/deb/ __eou__
0.0150 no . i ve it and my sound work , also if i set it from alsamix , but
with the scrollbar of uniti doe n’t work . __eou__ onli “ exclud
audio ” work on bar __eou__
0.592 i chang back to the open sourc driver . i ’m gon na instal propri-
etari again then tri the display control panel brb __eou__
0.053 other than that , i do n’t know , sorri __eou__
0.014 you mean when a termin on your network shut down ? __eou__
0.167 well , tri it ? __eou__
0.594 becaus it ’s simplier ? i googl it and bam ! answer be second link
__eou__
0.001 i suggest to read a manual for ssh connect , go through googl
__eou__ good luck man ! __eou__
0.012 gpart ? __eou__
Table C.1: An example from the test set where the BE model makes an error for Recall@1.
The first candidate response is the correct response to the given context. The rest of the
candidate responses are incorrect responses
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Appendix D
DSTC - 2 Dataset Example
DSTC-2 datset consists of dialogs, each one in its own directory. Every dialog has a
âA˘Ÿlog.jsonâA˘Z´ file, containing a Log Object. Labelled datasets also include a âA˘Ÿla-
bel.jsonâA˘Z´ file, a Label Object which annotates the dialog. The userâA˘Z´s true utterance
and action are annotated, as well as the dialog state. The domain of a dataset is described
by an ontology object, also distributed in JSON. An example of ’label.json’ file is shown
below:
{
"caller-id": "0a45bc863d",
"turns": [
{
"turn-index": 0,
"goal-labels": {
"food": "english",
"area": "centre"
},
"transcription": "english food center part
of town",
"method-label": "byconstraints",
"audio-file": "pt344x_0000904_0001214.wav",
"requested-slots": [],
"semantics": {
"json": [
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{"slots": [
[
"food",
"english"
]
],
"act": "inform"
},
{
"slots": [
[
"area",
"centre"
]
],
"act": "inform"
}
],
"cam": "inform(food=english,area=centre)"
}
},
{
"turn-index": 1,
"goal-labels": {
"food": "english",
"area": "centre"
},
"transcription": "yes",
"method-label": "byconstraints",
"audio-file": "pt344x_0001758_0001806.wav",
"requested-slots": [],
"semantics": {
"json": [
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{"slots": [],
"act": "affirm"
}
],
"cam": "affirm()"
}
},
{
"turn-index": 2,
"goal-labels": {
"food": "british",
"area": "centre"
},
"transcription": "british food",
"method-label": "byconstraints",
"audio-file": "pt344x_0002397_0002501.wav",
"requested-slots": [],
"semantics": {
"json": [
{
"slots": [
[
"food",
"british"
]
],
"act": "inform"
}
],
"cam": "inform(food=british)"
}
},
{
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"turn-index": 3,
"goal-labels": {
"food": "british",
"pricerange": "dontcare",
"area": "centre"
},
"transcription": "dont care",
"method-label": "byconstraints",
"audio-file": "pt344x_0003096_0003166.wav",
"requested-slots": [],
"semantics": {
"json": [
{
"slots": [
[
"this",
"dontcare"
]
],
"act": "inform"
}
],
"cam": "inform(=dontcare)"
}
},
{
"turn-index": 4,
"goal-labels": {
"food": "british",
"pricerange": "dontcare",
"area": "centre"
},
"transcription": "what is the address
and phone number",
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"method-label": "byconstraints",
"audio-file": "pt344x_0003824_0004047.wav",
"requested-slots": [
"phone",
"addr"
],
"semantics": {
"json": [
{
"slots": [
[
"slot",
"addr"
]
],
"act": "request"
},
{
"slots": [
[
"slot",
"phone"
]
],
"act": "request"
}
],
"cam": "request(addr,phone)"
}
},
{
"turn-index": 5,
"goal-labels": {
"food": "british",
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"pricerange": "dontcare",
"area": "centre"
},
"transcription": "thank you good bye",
"method-label": "finished",
"audio-file": "pt344x_0005223_0005324.wav",
"requested-slots": [],
"semantics": {
"json": [
{
"slots": [],
"act": "thankyou"
},
{
"slots": [],
"act": "bye"
}
],
"cam": "thankyou()|bye()"
}
}
],
"task-information": {
"goal": {
"text": "Task 02826: You are looking for a
restaurant in the centre and it should
serve english food. If there is no such
venue how about british type of food.
You want to know the address and phone
number.",
"request-slots": [
"addr",
"phone"
],
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"constraints": [
[
"food",
"british"
],
[
"area",
"centre"
]
]
},
"feedback": {
"questionnaire": [
[
"The system understood me well.",
"strongly agree"
]
],
"comments": null,
"success": true
}
},
"session-id": "voip-0a45bc863d-20130325_200034"
}
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